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Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering of the FSR FMG (4) 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 23 september 2019 

Location: B2.11 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Siddharth Jethwani, Ana Mar Kreuzenberg Pérez, 

Artem Gryshchenko, Birgit Peters, Michael Sivolap, Minou De 

Rosa Silvera, Teun Prins, Marc Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Nadya 

Manuputty. 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Tom Flipse. 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives  

7. Topic 2: CoBos  

8. Topic 3: FSR-FMG Budget  

9. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

10. Topic 5: Attendance at PCs.  

11. Topic 6: Art Competition – walls of JK   

12. Topic 7: Profileringsfond  

13. Topic 8: The Toilet Paper  

14. Topic 9: OC Psychology  

15. Topic 10: Office Hours  

15. Topic 11: Council Activity  

16. Any other business 

17. Points for the CSR 

18. Points for the Media 

19. Questions and Closing  

 

1. Opening  

Alexandra opens the meeting at 12:23. The DB was late because the agenda discussion with the 

dean ran late. 
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2. Announcements 

• Tom is not coming today.  

• Ana mar will be a couple of minutes late. 

• Nadya, Minou and Ana Mar have to leave early.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

The concept minutes are set with some changes.  

 

4.  Action list  

The action list gets updated. 

 

5. Mail 

There was no mail to be discussed. 

 

6. Updates 

Update by the chair 

Technical Chair Transfer Meeting: last week I had a meeting with Arend (our technical chair) 

and Isabel (the previous FSR FMG technical chair) to have a better understanding of the OV 

process, as well as on the relationship between the council and their technical chair. Isabel gave 

us great insight into the collaboration with our faculty’s board and the rules our previous 

councils set for themselves regarding OV preparation. These are really important points; thus 

we will further discuss them during the PV. 

Language Policy: during the previous week, some issues regarding the language policy 

surfaced concerning our collaboration with the dean. Despite having made a previous informal 

agreement on accommodating the new international council, our dean is now not willing to 

follow through. We will address these issues this Monday in the Agenda meeting (only DB). 

Sid was the one communicating with the dean, so more information could probably be found in 

his updates. 

  PR Taskforce: we started posting on Instagram and Facebook, as well as reaching out 

to other student associations or initiatives for possible collaborations. A possible collaboration 

with CREA is also on the table. In exchange of promoting them in our toilet paper, they might 

be willing to support the cost of printing said materials (this could save us 300 euros for the 

year). 

 

Update by the chair of the O&F committee  

As every meeting, we start the session with telling each other what is on our mind and how we 

are feeling in general. We then move on to our first agenda point concerning the policy plan to 

which we have to contribute with ideas. In the end, we decide that the subjects sustainability, 

budget/ transparency, diversity and mental health should be covered. An important additional 

idea is to also provide a more methodological plan in the policy plan, i.e. a general framework 

on how we as council are going to approach the subjects this year and how we are planning to 

achieve our proposals (Hence: the policy plan can consists of a content-part and of a methods-

part) 
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We also give updates on each files, here there is something new happening:  

1. The sexual harassment file had a meeting with the UvA board "our bodies our voices" and it 

has been decided to collaborate with them in the future.  

2. The "Let me Tell you" project is going on and is about to start in a few weeks only. Whoever 

is planning to work on the visibility of the council, is kindly asked to also promote this project 

and attract participants.  

3. Another meeting taking place after the official O&F committee meeting is the one with the 

Green Office. The most important result of that was that we will fuse the day of the 

representatives with a collaboration with the green office. That means that we will create a 

sustainability guideline for student associations on their borrels, events etc. together with them 

and the Green Office during the day of the representatives.  

The last part of the meeting is dedicated to the financial issues. All of our observations 

concerning the budget plan are collected and written down. Besides, we agreed on the following 

steps: a) collect our own observations and comments , b) bring them to the Taskforce meeting 

that takes place on Thursday 19th of September c) arrange a meeting with the working council 

asking for their input d) providing Michel with the subjects we will want to focus on e) have 

the agenda meeting on Monday f) eventually meet Michel for final questions g) write the 

proposal  

 

There was no update by the chair of the E&C committee, since Tom is sick.  

 

Update by the CSR delegate 

Here is my third CSR update to the council. Last week was pretty busy and did involve a lot of 

hard decisions during the meetings and multiple confidential files that I unfortunately cannot 

report about. However, I think it's nice to start with an update on the CSR's 'strike-letter' to the 

Executive Board, that you all were curious about. During the last PV, the CSR was presented 

with a new, rewritten version of a letter. After another a round of intense debate (more 

ideological rather than a practical one), the Centrale Studentenraad voted in favour of signing 

a letter alongside other involved parties. Moreover, if some of you will decide to join particular 

LEGAL/DEMOCRATIC climate strike following Friday, you'll be very likely to meet some of 

the CSR members there. Another topic that the central council cannot decide upon after three 

weeks are the working agreements. Every week some things are being added/taken 

out/rephrased from specific documents, which slows down the whole process of agreements 

ratification. We plan to finally vote on this document at the next PV. 

Additionally, we are actively looking into the topic of a vacation week (which was 

implemented by last years' council but still misses the fixed time slot in the yearly schedule), 

council's strategic plan for 2021-2026 and upcoming Central Budget (I'm doing my best to push 

for the first English-written budget in the history of the UvA). To sum up, these are all topics 

CSR was involved with during the last week. 

Update on the agenda meeting with the dean and Sterre 

The DB just had a meeting with the dean and Sterre about the agenda for OV1.  

First, the language policy for OV1 was discussed. We will try to keep it as English as 

possible, but maybe some guests will have to speak Dutch. The previous technical chair found 
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that it was hard to chair the meeting while also translating the Dutch discussions into English, 

so there probably will be someone else in charge of the translations.  

Then, the OER’en were discussed. The OER consists of 2 parts. The general part (part 

A) will be in Dutch. The specific parts (part B) for the programs that are offered in English, 

will be translated into Dutch. Alex will figure out what the rules are regarding Dutch 

programmes that offer English courses. For the rest of the programmes, the faculty board would 

like to keep the OER’en part B in Dutch, so the Dutch council members will have to work on 

those parts. The dean and Sterre are okay with the council assistants advising the council 

regarding regulations that are not translated into Dutch.  

Michel and Jochem will be guests during the OV. The vision on teaching and learning 

will be discussed as well, the council will be asked to give their advice. On the 18th of 

November, there will be a meeting with the rector regarding this as well.  

New bachelor HST: the faculty board is waiting for the consent from the ministry 

(macrodoelmatigheidstoets, MDT). If it is accepted, we will have to discuss HST on the OV as 

well. However, the faculty board is not excited about translating the MDT into Dutch. 

OWI-meetings: previously, two council members were allowed to sit through the entire 

meeting. From now on, the dean will only allow the council to be there for the last 10 minutes. 

The meetings include confidential information and the OWI’s wish to speak more freely about 

the students. The dean thinks that the council is exaggerating, the only compromise that she is 

willing to make is that the FSR can be there towards the end of the meeting only when there is 

a topic that is highlighted in the FSR's policy plan. 

Right now, we are very focussed in the budget. But: we are still working on other files. 

Is it up to the dean to decide what subjects are relevant to the FSR and what is not? The dean 

told the council that the OWI-meeting is her meeting and that she will base her decision on the 

council’s presence on the policy plan of the FSR. However, the policy plan will be published 

in November and the first OWI meeting will be tomorrow. The FSR has not gotten the agenda 

up until this point, so the FSR will not know what to say in the last 10 minutes since we won’t 

know what has been discussed prior to this time. Also, it was made clear to the FSR that the 

meeting and the minutes will be in Dutch and nothing will be translated for the FSR. The DB 

is planning on emailing the OWI’s to ask them on their opinion on the FSR’s presence.  

 

190923-1: Alex will look into working agreements with the dean, especially the part about OWI-

meetings.  

190923-2: Sid will include in his email to Sterre that the FSR is planning on contacting the 

OWI-directors.  

190923-3: Alex discusses with the CSR members on how to deal with presence during OWI-

meetings. 

 

Preparing for OV1 
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• Last year, the PV right before the OV was usually meant for preparing the OV. Last 

year, the council agreed that council members who were not in the preparatory meeting, 

were not allowed to speak during the OV. Artem thinks this should be included in the 

working agreements. The FSR decides to have the same agreement this year.  

• In the past years, the FSR’s council members agreed on not using laptops during the 

OV’s, in order to be polite towards the dean and not have laptops ‘blocking’ them. The 

FSR has some difficulty with this and decides to make a compromise: if the specific file 

holder feels more comfortable with using a laptop during his/her part of the OV, he/she 

can discuss this prior to the meeting with the DB. The fileholder will be the only one 

that is allowed to have their laptop open during that subject. We will discuss the using 

of laptops during the preparatory meetings.  

• Last year, the FSR chose first and second speakers per subject. We decide to keep it this 

way.  

• Deadline for the OV preparatory meeting: Friday (48 hours before the preporatory 

meeting).  

• Prior to the OV, we will meet at the office (10:00).  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

Topic 9 is moved towards the start of the meeting. In the minutes, the original order is used.  

 

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives  

Content 

The Council proposes themes for the day of representatives. Birgit sheds light upon what to 

expect for the day. We have 100 euros for every DoR. Birgit is thinking about having two 45 

minute-sections, with a 30-minute break in between. Birgit proposes to organise one session 

per committee. For her own committee, Birgit is thinking about a guideline for associations on 

how to be more sustainable. The Green Office could be involved in these sessions. Alex is 

thinking about quality funds as a subject. Ana Mar and Teun would like to exclude finances as 

a subject for the DoR. 

 

Practical 

Birgit proposes to have the event in a CREA room and to have drinks at the CR afterwards. 

Birgit will look into other rooms in the REC-building that are more professional than a 

seminar/lecture room.  

 

190923-4: Birgit makes a datumprikker for the DoR.  

190923-5: Committee E&C discusses the content for their 45-minute section at the DoR.  

 

9. Topic 2: CoBos  
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The Council is updated on the gift ideas for study associations that have invited us for their 

CoBos. And there is some discussion on the FSR’s own cobo. The Krater is not the best location 

since its early closing time. The cobo taskforce is still discussing a new location, for instance 

Mokum. They have decided not to team up with the other FSR’s. The FSR still needs a pedel 

for our cobo.  

190923-6: All council members make an effort to find a pedel for our cobo.  

 

10. Topic 3: FSR-FMG Budget  

The Council is updated concerning the council’s budget for the year by Ana Mar. Ana Mar and 

Artem will discuss the possibilities on a budget for the PR taskforce later.  

 

190923-7: The evaluation/transfer weekend taskforce contacts Ana mar on their budget. 

190923-8: The PR taskforce discusses their budget with Ana mar.  

190923-9: The financial taskforce moves the meeting with Michel and the working council up 

to before the OV.  

190923-10: Alex adds Michael to the transfer weekend file/slackgroup, etc. 

 

11. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

The Council discusses themes that will be highlighted in the policy plan for FSR FMG 19/20. 

Sid will ask Tom to send an update on the policy plan, so we will be able to discuss this in PV 

5.  

190923-11: The DB sends the council an update on the overarching themes of the policy plan 

by wednesday.  

 

12. Topic 5: Attendance at PCs 

Tom is absent, but he wanted to stress the significance of attending program committee 

meetings to the council. Sid explains: the PC’s have very relevant information for the FSR. So 

make sure to attend these meetings and whenever you have attended these meetings, inform the 

rest of the council on the content of these meetings.  

(pro memorie)190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC 

meeting.  

 

13. Topic 6: Art Competition – walls of JK  

The Council is updated on the invitation for Sid to be a part of the selection team for the piece 

of art that will be replicated on three rooms in the J/K building. This is an initiative of the UvA. 

 

14. Topic 7: Profileringsfonds 

The Council is guided through the process of requesting the student financial support fund 

(profileringsfonds) by Birgit and Ana Mar. There is still a lack of clarity on how/where to apply. 

Should we apply to the faculty or to a different level/organisation? There will be a run down on 
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how to apply next week. If council members have any questions, they can pose them on Slack. 

Sid will be going and he will update the rest of the council on what he learned.  

 

190923-13: Council members who have questions on the profiling fund contact Birgit on this 

matter.  

 

15. Topic 8: The Toilet Paper  

The Council is updated on the Toilet Paper by Alex. The paper is done, Alex is trying to get in 

contact with CREA If we save some space for promoting CREA, CREA will print the toilet 

papers for us for free, so we could save money in the future. For the September issue, we will 

arrange for the printing for ourselves (since we have not gotten a response from CREA on this 

deal yet). Alex thinks that the toilet paper will be printed by this Wednesday.  

 

16. Topic 9: PC Psychology 

Nadya went to the meeting of the PC psychology. There will be a new version of the bachelor 

programme due to budget cuts. Nadya thinks the FSR has a right of consent for this.  

190923-14: Nadya sends the documents on the new bachelor’s programme of Psychology to 

the rest of the council.  

190923-15: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG.  

 

17. Topic 10: Office Hours  

The Council is updated on the decision to not have office hours by the daily board. According 

to the DB, it does not really make sense to have office hours because of the weekly changing 

schedules of the council members. Also, we are not sure what we can offer the students in the 

office. If the students want to pose questions, they can always email us and set up a meeting. 

Office hours are very useful for study associations, but for the FSR, it’s not that suitable. Birgit 

adds that whenever council members are present, they should make sure to keep the door open. 

Artem agrees.  

 

18. Topic 11: Council Activity  

The Council is given a proposal to have a council activity by Sid. During the transfer week, the 

council agreed to have more teambuilding activities. Sid proposes to discuss this on Slack and 

stresses that the DB has not forgotten about these activities.  

 

19. Any other business 

For the Cobo’s, Artem advices to keep the presents under 1 euro per person, the rest of the 

council agrees.  

 

20. Points for the CSR 
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There were no points for the CSR. 

 

21. Points for the Media 

The PR taskforce worked on the deal with CREA and the toilet paper. They also started using 

the Instagram page. 

 

22. Questions and Closing  

Artem felt like we should use the hand system (to raise one’s hand before speaking) and that 

we should keep to the working agreements.  

Michael will be away for the week.  

 

Action list 

190923-1: Alex will look into working agreements with the dean, especially the part about 

OWI-meetings.  

190923-2: Sid will include in his email to Sterre that the FSR is planning on contacting the 

OWI-directors.  

190923-3: Alex discusses with the CSR members on how to deal with presence during OWI-

meetings. 

190923-4: Birgit makes a datumprikker for the DoR.  

190923-5: Committee E&C discusses the content for their 45-minute section at the DoR.  

190923-6: All council members make an effort to find a pedel for our cobo.  

190923-7: The evaluation/transfer weekend taskforce contacts Ana mar on their budget. 

190923-8: The PR taskforce discusses their budget with Ana mar.  

190923-9: The financial taskforce moves the meeting with Michel and the working council up 

to before the OV.  

190923-10: Alex adds Michael to the transfer weekend file/slackgroup, etc. 

190923-11: The DB sends the council an update on the overarching themes of the policy plan 

by wednesday.  

190923-13: Council members who have questions on the profiling fund contact Birgit on this 

matter.  

190923-14: Nadya sends the documents on the new bachelor’s programme of Psychology to 

the rest of the council.  

190923-15: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG.  

190916-1: Minou translates the organisation chart to English, Sid will help her with making a 

new version. 

190916-2: The PR-committee changes our Facebook header into our group picture.  

190916-3: Ana Mar points out who is going to send a reflection to the COR on the spending of 

the quality funds at faculty level (deadline October 1st).  
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190616-4: Taskforce PR posts the Create a course challenge on our social media (after the group 

picture is posted (by wednesday)).  

190916-5: All council members recruit guards for our cobo.   

190916-6: Sid and Alex come up with a speech for the Cobo of SEC.  

190916-7: All council members sign up to the Wie betaalt wat.  

190916-8: Ana Mar and Tom get concrete overarching themes for the policy plan from their 

committee and take these themes up in their committee chair updates.  

190916-9: Alex makes sure that there is a team formed for organising the evaluation and transfer 

weekend.  

190916-10: The DB discusses the office hours in their meeting.  

190916-11: All council members think about topics / statements / themes for the DoR.  

190916-12: The DB discusses the overarching themes of the policy plan. 

190916-13: The PR comittee updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new 

members (minou will help Alex).  

190909-1: Tom will put the finalized version of the working agreements in the Google Drive  

190909-5: Alex posts the group pictures on 10 september.  

190909-7: Alex and Nadya create a presentation that the FSR can give during lectures.  

190909-8: Sid looks into the availability of the council members, the DB determines the times 

for the (try-out) office hours.  

190909-9: The PR taskforce sends out an official invitation for the CoBo.  

190909-11: Tom and Ana Mar discuss the policy plan with their committees (plans for every 

file, priorities, overarching themes). 

190909-13: Alex asks Marieke whether it is possible that the FSR is paid back for the rent of 

CREA studios.  

190909-14: Ana Mar will write an update on the budget training and on the taskforce budget 

and send this to the PV thread.  

190909-16: Alexandra adds the division of the PC’s to the file division document. 

190909-17: Alex will have logo for the sweaters made by Friday 

190909-18: The promotion task force will have the toilet paper made this week.  

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: De updates van de voorzitter, afgevaardigde en commissievoorzitters moeten 

uiterlijk 24 uur voor de PV verstuurd worden. 

160426-8: De AS stuurt mails over OWI-overleg door onder de noemer Vertrouwelijk. 

160915-1: P&M houdt intern een promotieschema bij en houdt de PV op de hoogte. 

161027-1: Iedereen machtigt iemand als zij afwezig zijn bij de PV met een mail aan het DB. 

161013-3: Iedereen denkt na over een tijdspad van zijn/haar dossiers en bespreekt deze in de 

CV’s. 

162112: Als de FSR FMG iets bespreekt met onderwijsdirecteuren dat relevant is voor het 

domein, moet dat worden gecommuniceerd naar de desbetreffende OC/ODC. 
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170117-8: Iedereen let op het feit dat OC’s soms deels Engels zijn en dus alle communicatie 

met hen in het Nederlands én Engels moet. 

170124-1: De AS beantwoordt iedere mail dat het wordt doorgespeeld aan de dossierhouder en 

deze hierop zal antwoorden. 

170124-2: Iedereen zet de AS in de CC met terugmailen. 

171013-7: Iedereen zet updates van werkgroepen in een reply to all in de PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Iedereen leest voor de PV de CSR-agenda. 

171212-2: Iedereen houdt zijn/haar dossierarchief bij op de drive. 

171212-5: Iedereen liket de FB-posts. 

190212-7: Alle OC-toehoorders vragen of de OC zijn adviezen doorstuurt naar de FSR. 

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC meeting. 


